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NORTHERN LIGHTS

Most would immediately reference the words 
“Northern Lights” with the alluring sights of Aurora 
Borealis. Few would realise that the term was used 
for seven novels, four movies, five TV and radio epi-
sodes, nearly twenty separate song titles, at east 
two famous ships as well as for a strain of Cannabis, 
a blend of Canadian whiskey a Russian natural gas 
pipeline, a Bristish train, a professional wrestling 
move and the proposed Canadian space mission to 
Mars! 

Well, this issue however, looks at our Northerly 
neighbours who are an integral part to the surgical 
training at Austin. This issue reveals some historical 
aspect of the department of Surgery at The Northern 
Hospital and highlight the surgical units over there.
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Editor’s Ramblings

V Muralidharan 
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The third edition is finally out albeit a little behind 
schedule and the novelty of welcoming you all to this 
newsletter- / e-zine is wearing thin. Is it time now, 
one ponders, to take the newsletterfor granted? Per-
haps a tad early with one more issue to complete 
the first annual cycle. One thing however is certain. 
In the third edition of this series, it is perhaps time to 
shift our focus from work and training related matters 
to matter of life style and work balance.

It is a topic that is often discussed in training boards, 
educational circles and certainly amongst trainees 
and the ever expanding social media. Europe and the 
United Kingdom have taken the lead in implementing 
safe working hours under duress from the European 
Working Time Directive. Political pressures to do the 
right thing and prevent burnout and health issues 
amongst medical practitioners stemmed predomi-
nantly from extended working hours amongst junior 
doctors and trainees.

Health care institutions have jumped on the band wag-
on mostly due to the inherent financial advantage in-
tricately woven in to the fabric of safe working hours. 
Politicians espouse its virtues as they pretend to care 
for the wellbeing of our junior doctors. The impact on 
medical education and in particular surgical training 
remains controversial. Some US studies have shown 
better individual case loads since the adoption of the 
80 hour work week. There is a definitive reduction in 
resident burnout. The objective evidence is limited to 
a small number of publications and centres and many 
variables are yet to be considered. 

However, one thing is certain. Restricted working 
hours is here to stay and has been implemented in at 
least one if not two states in Australia.

This leaves us with the option of fighting a loosing 
battle against market forces, both political and finan-
cial, that are clearly superior or facing the reality and 
delivering education using modern concepts, tech-
nology and smart networking. Surgical simulations 
in training will need to become a realistic goal for 
most training programs. This would hopefully be bal-
anced by truly competency based assessments of 
our trainees while ensuring that the imposition on 
our surgical trainer work force does not increase dis-
proportionately. These are changes that are impend-
ing in the near future and Victoria and Austin Health 
in particular are likely to be at the forefront of such 
innovative strategy.

This then leads us to consider very carefully on the 
work life balance of not only our trainees but also our 
surgeons who willingly deliver so much of the ex-
cellent surgical training. With the theme set for this 
issue on work and life balance I welcome you to im-
merse yourselves in the real life antics of our some 
of our trainees and surgeons and how they walk the 
tight rope.

I also take this opportunity to wish you all a safe 
and  enjoyable festive season with your families and 
friends and hope to see you all rejuventaed for yet 
another successful year in 2015.

Work & Life Balance!  

Is it just a catch phrase and an elusive goal?
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Training Corner

V Muralidharan   
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The state based trainees’ weekend was originally 
conceived many years ago as a venue for trainees 
to present their research projects and complete 
their requirement for research in the surgical training 
program. Since the responsibility for general surgi-
cal training was taken on by GSA there have been a 
number of training days and weekends established. 
Complementing the two GSA Trainees days attached 
to the RACS ASC and the GSA ASC individual state 
based trainees weekends have been running in a 
number of states including Victoria.

The focus has for the most part been aimed at sup-
porting trainees for the upcoming FRACS fellowship 
exams with lectures, presentations and Q&A ses-
sions. These were extremely rewarding, highly popu-
lar and well attended by the senior trainees.

In 2014 the concept of the weekend was amended 
slightly, making it relevant to junior trainees while 
keeping the essence of the previous structure intact. 
On the 15th and 16th of November more than 60 
trainees gathered at the Yarra Valley Lodge at Chirn-
side Park to experience the new structure of the 
event.

This included open simulation work stations which 
occurred concurrently with the new Research pre-
sentations. The latter is a Victorian state requirement 
for all SET trainees to present their pre-approved re-
search projects within 12 months regardless of their 
state of completion. This allow constructive feedback 
from both surgeons and trainees as seen by the level 
of critical questions asked during the sessions. In ad-
dition small group quizzes were also implemented 
followed by the usually high quality presentations 
and exam orientated quizzes.

Another new feature was incorporating the SET in-
duction session for new trainees in to the trainees’ 
weekend which allowed incoming trainees to get to 
know those already in the program.

In 2015 the event will be three days long and be held 
at the RACV Centre in Torquay. Given the degree of 
interest in simulation workshops we hope to con-
duct specific simulations with a more structured pro-
gram. 

The setup of the three day weekend will be such that 
Friday and Saturday would be most relevant to ju-
nior trainees while the emphasis graduates through 
Saturday to Sunday towards the senior trainees and 
their upcoming examinations.

Small group sessions will also be more formalised 
to cover specific topics. Input from the trainee rep-
resentatives and feedback from the weekend will be 
used to direct the emphasis of the next weekend

We hope to increase participation by surgeons as 
well as trainees and make the event as relevant and 
as rewarding as possible. Surgeons will also be as-
signed to participate on the first two or last two days 
which would make it practical for them to also attend 
the social dinner which is always held on the Satur-
day.

Suffice to say that we live in times were trainees are 
actively integrating in to the design and delivery of 
their training experiences and hope that you will all 
be willing to participate and enjoy the weekend in 
2015 along with your families. 

Weekend Away!  

The changing face of the GSA Trainees Weekend



Hobby: My Passion

Graham Starkey  
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The year 1994 marked several important world events. 
South Africa held it’s first open elections with Nelson 
Mandela sworn in as president. The Channel Tun-
nel opened – connecting England and France while 
across the Atlantic Bill Clinton delivered his first State 
of the Union address – promising a ban on assault 
weapons and health care reform (sound familiar?). 
Kurt Cobain tragically cut short his life while Austra-
lia’s most popular song for the year was “Love is all 
Around” by Wet Wet Wet.

In sport the world watched in horror as Ayrton Senna 
lost his life while leading the F1 race in Imola while 
the Brazilians gave their nation something to cheer 
about when they beat Italy in a penalty shoot-out to 
claim the World Cup. In a less celebrated footballing 
moment, a group of medical students at Monash 

University formed the Loose Cannons. And for twen-
ty years we have played indoor soccer together – 
playing something like 700 games and still going.

In the early days of the Cannons we played on 
campus at Monash but soon moved to an evening 
competition in Glen Iris. The weekly ritual involved a 
Wednesday night game followed by critical analysis 
over drinks at the Sherlock Holmes Pub in St Kilda 
Rd. As final year students we made the mistake of 
disbanding the team to concentrate on our studies – 
not realizing the physical activity and break from the 
books was probably doing us a world of good.

During our internship we managed to “get the band 
back together” to play on Thursdays in Richmond. 
This required the addition of some non-medical 
friends as players were gradually lost to interstate 
and overseas positions. It became tougher during 
our specialist training years to get a regular team to-
gether - theLoose Cannons can claim amongst our 
alumni specialists in gastroenterology, orthopaedics, 
intensive care, oncology, cardiac surgery and hepa-
to-biliary surgery. Our skills have occasionally been 
called upon to help manage a seizure, dislocated 
shoulder, ruptured Achilles or broken arm. 

We are now the old men of the competition. No longer 
do we go out after games but rather answer phone 
messages, pick up some milk on the way home and 
complain about our aching knees. Any registrar who 
has worked with me may have noticed that Friday 
morning rounds tend to be completed with a bit of a 
limp. Family and work commitments have replaced 
formal training requirements as the major hurdle to 
playing every week. Early evening games are a strug-
gle to make on time and we’re too tired

Loose cannons  

Two decades of indoor soccer
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for late games. But we play on – determined to keep 
going as long as our joints will allow us.  We’re not 
playing at a high level, we seem to win less and less 
frequently and we definitely complain about the cold 
in winter but it remains a highlight of the week. The 
benefits go beyond some much needed physical ac-
tivity and include catching up with old friends and oc-
casionally making a timely referral.

Soccer and liver surgery are no strangers. Barcelo-
na defender Eric Abidal underwent a liver resection 
in 2011 and a subsequent transplant in 2012. Post 
transplant he returned to play for Barcelona in argu-
ably the world’s strongest league. More famously, 
unfortunately, is the case of George Best – one of 
Manchester United’s greatest players. Suffering from 
alcoholic liver disease he was controversially trans-
planted in 2002. When asked about his extravagant 
lifestyle, Best is quoted as saying: “I spent a lot of 
money on booze, birds and fast cars – the rest I just 
squandered.” Unfortunately these habits continued 
after his transplant and he died from complications 
in 2005.

My interest in all things football culminated this year 
in a trip to Brazil with a fellow Loose Cannon – my

brother. Rio de Jainero was absolutely brilliant - heav-
ing with football fans from around the world. We were 
lucky enough to get tickets to see Brazil play before 
their semi-final loss to Germany and the fanaticism 
of the home crowd made Collingwood fans look bal-
anced and fair. For anyone with an interest in football 
I think experiencing a world cup must be on your  to-
do list; it may not be cheap and it won’t be easy to 
arrange but the memories will last a lifetime.

The Loose Cannons will never play on the world 
stage. We were once promoted to the second divi-
sion but promptly relegated back to the thirds after 
being thrashed week after week – this is as glorious 
as our achievements will ever be. I hope I’m a bet-
ter surgeon than I am striker – but it doesn’t mat-
ter. No-one gets multi-organ failure if I miss a penalty 
and I never have to present my missed passes to 
an audience of my peers on Thursday mornings! Be-
ing involved in a team sport for all these years has 
been a brilliant way to stay active, keep in touch with 
very dear friends and let off some steam from what 
can be a demanding career. To all trainees I hope you 
manage to keep up your sporting activities despite 
the obstacles that surgical training may throw your 
way.



Halls of Learning

Daniel Ng Ying Kin 
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The Northern Hospital is one of the busiest health 
service providers across Victoria. I can vouch for this 
fact having experienced it firsthand having previously 
rotated at Northern Health as a surgical resident for 
the last 2 years and now as a general surgical registrar 
this year. The emergency department remains one of 
the busiest across the state as it sees more than 70 
000 presentations every year. The Northern Health 
expands its services through the Northern Hospital 
(TNH), Broadmeadows Health Service (BHS), Bun-
doora Extended Care Centre (BECC), Craigieburn 
Health Service and Panch Health Service. 

The Northern Hospital offers a variety of surgical ser-
vices. Besides general surgery, TNH offers Urology, 
Vascular and Cardiothoracic services. The hospital 
shares boundaries with Epping Plaza and if you are 
bored with the well-established Degani cafe you can 
always duck out across the road for something dif-
ferent. 

The Hospital:
The Emergency Department has recently been reno-
vated and expanded within the last 2 years. It is now 
colour coded (Red, Blue, Yellow, Purple, Green and 
Pink) and has 5 Resus cubicles, about 40 other cubi-
cles including rapid assessment rooms, a paediatric 
section, a fast tract and a short stay unit. Once the 
patients are sorted out within the ‘4-hour rule’, they 
are shipped to the wards. 

The General Medicine department has the major-
ity of bed shares in the hospital: Units A, B, D and 
M, while Cardiology will possess the Coronary Care 
Unit. Obstetric and Gynaecology would have their 
own private Ward, just like Paediatric and Psychiatry. 
This leaves only two surgical wards (Unit C and E) 
for General Surgery, Plastics, Orthopaedics, Vascu-
lar, Urology and Cardiothoracics, while the Acute As-
sessment Unit (AAU) and ICU are for grabs from any 
specialty. 

There are seven operating theatres and two endos-
copy rooms on Level 1.

The current director of general surgery is Ms Wanda 
Stelmach and the surgical department is divided into 
4 surgical units and the Acute General Surgical Unit 
(AGSU). Each of the surgical unit has its own sub-
specialty/ niche like Surgical Unit 1 whose surgeons 
have a colorectal interest and for Surgical Unit 3 it is 
UGI surgery. 

Compared to the Austin, the surgeons at the TNH 
tend to be more “general” with subspecialty niche 
as opposed to pure subspecialists. All except for Pro-
fessor Ewing and Mr. Andrew Bui participate in on-
call duties. The hospital is further supported by two 
surgical fellows who both service two units each and 
participate in on call duties.

The Northern Hospital   

The juggernaut in the North



THE NORTHERN “CLANS”

Surgical 1 Surgical 2 Surgical 3 Surgical 4
Mr Neil Strugnell
Ms Karen Barclay
Ms Betty Lai
Mr Binh Nguyen
Mr Andrew Bui

Prof. Hamish Ewing
Mr Devan Gya
Mr Michael Issac
Ms Wanda Stelmach

Mr Steve Manolas
Mr Ernest Lim
Mr Chek Tog
Mr Arun Dhir

Mr David Bird
Mr Nezor Houli
Mr Tuck Yong
Ms. Grace Chew
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Acute General Surgery Unit
My major contribution to the surgical department has 
been through AGSU. My first ever job as a general 
surgical registrar was “regging” during nights at TNH. 
The idea of it still remains daunting till date but one 
can only learn and be “wiser” from this experience. 
Handover times are usually between 2030 - 2100 and 
0730 - 0830. Similar to most night jobs, we would be 
on for seven nights and off for the next seven, be-
ing on-call for two days. The week off gives a good 
opportunity to be productive like studying/ doing re-
search work or even flying to London for a two-day 
course and come back! 

Overnight, there is only one surgical registrar cover-
ing all the surgical specialties mentioned above plus 
the non general ones such as urology, vascular/tho-
racics and paediatric surgery. In other words, you are 
essentially the “chosen one” to hold the fort when it 
comes to surgical emergencies until senior help ar-
rives. While there are no interns, the hospital is ser-
viced by overnight residents (one per floor) and these 
residents are available for assistance when things 
get out of hand!

Surgical 1:
This team has been unanimously regarded as the 
busiest of all surgical units. It caters for mainly col-
orectal cases (Mr Strugnell, Mr Bui and Ms Barclay) 
while Ms. Lai and Mr Nguyen deal with endocrine 
and breast respectively. The rostered hours average 
about 100 hrs/fortnight with a significant amount of 
unavoidable unpaid overtime (consider it “charity to 
society”) contributed. Clinics are held on Monday PM 
and Thursday AM, with occasional Wednesday PM. 
There are usually 5-6 operating sessions each week, 
excluding the fellow list. The Radiology and Pathology 
meetings are held every Wednesday, while MDM oc-
curs fortnightly on Monday morning. 

The good sides of the job are decent operating time 
with opportunities to be the primary operator, which 
would be beneficial for a senior registrar, and expo-
sure to a myriad of colorectal cases.   However, the 
downside of the job is that it is very busy and both 

physically and mentally draining, which is probably 
not ideal if one is preparing for exams. Also, endo-
scopic experience is limited as it’s only once per 
month. My personal opinion is that it’s highly recom-
mended for SET 3/early SET 4.

Surgical 2:
This team has an affinity to breast surgery, but re-
mains quite general otherwise. It is a busy but man-
ageable rotation with a lot of surgical and endoscopic 
opportunities. It is the only surgical unit which would 
have only one intern, while the others would have 
two This job has not revealed any major downside 
so far, apart from the retirement of Professor Ewing, 
maybe. A typical week would be: 

Monday - Mr Gya scope (AM), 
  Ms Stelmach clinic (PM)
Tuesday   Ward duties (AM), 
  Mr Gya Breast clinic (PM)
Wednesday   Mr Issac/Ms Stelmach scopes (AM),  
  Mr Issac list (PM)
Thursday   Mr Gya all day list
Friday   MDM, followed by clinic

Highly recommended to those who intend to pursue 
a career in breast surgery!

Surgical 3:
In recent times, this job has been held by a St. Vin-
cent Registrar. Surgical Unit 3 would cater for the Up-
per GI cases and endocrine, amongst others. From 
what I have gathered, there is a theatre list almost 
everyday, meaning operating exposure is plentiful. 
The MDM occurs every alternate week on Monday 
mornings. Radiology meetings are held weekly on 
Thursday afternoons and Pathology meetings are 
held every second week at the same time. 

These are usually followed by a consultant ward 
round before heading to clinic. In general, this rota-
tion would be good for a trainee looking for theatre 
experience. The head of unit for Surgical 3 is Mr. 
Manolas. 
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Surgical 4:
This is the Hepatobiliary unit of the hospital. Howev-
er, this unit can be very diverse as it offers a range of 
specialties - Thyroid/colorectal by Mr Bird and Breast 
by Ms Chew. This rotation will offer adequate theatre 
experience and endoscopic opportunities. MDMs 
are held on alternate Monday mornings and Radiol-
ogy meetings at midday. Wednesdays are typically 
scopes day with Mr Bird and, if time permits, help 
Mr Issac (Surgical 2) in the afternoon with his list. 

The consultants are all supportive and approachable, 
while the workload is well balanced, making work 
in this team easy and enjoyable. With less surgical 
HPB fellows compared to the Austin, odds are you 
probably be the first assistant in some of the major 
liver/pancreatic cases should the fellows are occu-
pied with emergency cases. The only downside of 
the unit reported is clinic duty - 3 to 4 busy sessions 
per week.  

Vascular-Thoracics Unit:
The two specialty surgical units are usually covered 
by a general surgical registrar, a resident and an in-
tern. How are these specialties relevant to general 
surgery? Vascular surgery teaches you how to evalu-
ate peripheral vascular disease and manage acute 
vascular emergencies (exam topics). From an opera-
tive viewpoint you are exposed to vessel approach 
and manipulation, especially what to do when things 
go wrong, relevant for all surgeons. Thoracic surgery 
part of the term helps to develop an expert approach 
in managing an ICC and common thoracic condi-
tions. 

It is a busy job with often more referrals than patients 
under your bed card. The numerous co-morbidities 
that adorn the patients awakes the inner physician, 
almost to the point of logging into up-to-date. It’s a 
multidisciplinary job, utilising endocrinology, renal, 

ICU, anaesthetics, general  medicine and especially 
radiology. It is primordial to have a good working rela-
tionship with the Radiologists and their staff, involv-
ing them is decision making and establish a common 
ground in terms of realistic timelines for imaging and 
interventions. 

A typical week will involve 2-3 vascular theatre ses-
sions, including cath lab, 1 thoracic theatre session, 
1 vascular clinic and 1 Thoracic clinic. It is a busy job 
which requires skills to balance pressing issues and 
the numerous referrals in between theatre lists and 
clinic duties. The bottom line is that the job is highly 
recommended and rewards you as much as you put 
in. As someone junior, what I found to be most chal-
lenging during night time was to decide when/when 
not to call. I must admit it was difficult at the start. 
Adding to that stress was the busy workload and the 
acuity of the patients over at TNH.  In case you won-
der, the night general surgical registrar room at the 
HMO headquarters rarely gets used overnight be-
cause of the non-stop referrals from ED and theatre 
commitments.

Despite the difficult nature of the job due to the work-
load and sickness of the patients, and sometimes 
questionable referrals from the gate of the hospital 
(Emergency Department), the one reason why I think 
this duty is still surmountable and enjoyable is the 
unreserved support from the consultant surgeons 
and the fellows. From my previous experiences, it 
never was painstakingly difficult or impossible to get 
senior help and when bosses have to come in, they 
come readily.

For me personally, the job comes with the great 
number of opportunities to work with a multitude of 
surgeons and subsequently provide me with a great 
number of options of whom to choose for references 
for the following year.
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I am currently on afternoon duties in AGSU. The ros-
ter is arranged in such a way that we would be on for 
8 days straight and off for the next 6, being on-call 
for 2 days. We would start work at 1200 and finish 
at 2100 everyday apart from Saturdays, Sundays and 
Mondays where we would begin at 0730 and end at 
2100. 

For some reason, that job is as difficult as the Night 
Registrar job but the good things are that we do have 
a Consultant Surgeon and an accredited Registrar 
(who rotates through the department for 2 months) 
on site for the majority of the shift, as well as sev-
eral interns to help out. Moreover, I am always go-
ing against traffic to and from work. Driving during 
these times to and fro work would be more pleasant, 
simple pleasures that would not have been afforded 
to those commuting during peak hours.

The good aspect of the job is the enormous expo-
sure for one to attend to a myriad of surgical referrals 
including the good, the bad and the… from TNH ED. 
Compared to the Austin, you will find that the quality 
and generally the referrals here are less optimal and 
TNH ED is often “under the pump.” Considering Ep-
ping and the Northern corridor of Melbourne being a 
growth area, it is expected that demand for health-
care will skyrocket in coming years and it will only 
get worse unfortunately. You will eventually learn to 
be able to “see and sort out” patients relatively ef-
ficiently and assess the acutely unwell surgical pa-
tients.

For myself, I know the job has taught me a lot in terms 
of organizing patients for theatre, improving my clini-
cal acumen when dealing with the acute abdomens 
and to a certain extent, taught me a lot about patience 
and dealing with interunit/ interhospital/ differences. 
The day job comes also with the privilege of having 
your own dedicated interns. Unlike the night job, this 
does help with lightening the workload a bit. Add to 
that the opportunities of having your own interns and 
working with various personalities, it becomes an en-
riching experience and provides an avenue for one to 
relate to when answering interview scenario ques-
tions involving dealing with juniors.

There are also some negative aspects of the job par-
ticularly in relation to the day AGSU registrar job. Cut-
ting time is almost negligible and as such, opportu-
nites to further improve one’s technical skills and be 
exposed to operative techniques can be limited. I

 believe this has been fed back to the consultants. 
Not sure what’s going to happen but there are talks 
they might make the accredited SET registrars to par-
ticipate in the workload and give 1-2 dedicated lists 
to the AGSU registrar. Hopefully in 2015, the job will 
be much better improved with the changes imple-
mented.



Sands of Time

Professor Hamish Ewing  
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I recently reflected on my research career which led 
me to re-discover the influence of the University De-
partments of Surgery in “The North”. My university 
career started in 1983 at the Repatriation General 
Hospital when I was appointed Lecturer in Surgery by 
Professor Gabriel Kune (see last edition “Laminas”). 
My major responsibility being medical student teach-
ing, something I loved then and continue to thrive 
upon now. 

Having just returned from UK with new surgical skills, 
I introduced endoscopic intubation for palliation of 
oesophageal cancer and brought the new and to be 
short lived, ‘ highly selective vagotomy’ for peptic ul-
cer disease (I was recently able to personally “thank” 
Dr Barry Marshall at a MBBS Graduation Ceremony 
for killing this new skill!). My research at The Repat 
included a double blind randomised trial of Vitamin B6 
in Carpal Tunnel Syndrome (it works!) and writing-up 
Prof Kune’s career experience of Klatskin tumours. 
How times have changed in this field of endeavour.  

My next career step was to be appointed as As-
sociate Professor Surgery to Preston & Northcote 
Community Hospital (PANCH). This was a ’first’ for 
PANCH. A position created by Dr Ian Brand, CEO of 
PANCH, when he approached Prof Dick Bennett at 
St. Vincent’s.  This first university surgical presence 
at PANCH was thus through St Vincent’s Dept. of 
Surgery. At the time (1989), there were no accredited 
surgical registrar positions at PANCH, no post-gradu-
ate activities, no tutorial room and no Intern Training 
programme….so a bit of a challenge!

Whilst remedying all these deficiencies, I also com-
menced research work with the late A/Prof Chris 
Martin who was researching the pathophysiology 

rand treatment of Barrett’s Oesophagus, using a 
dog-model and Yag-LASER. These were heady-days 
using Melbourne’s first LASER on patients and then 
transferring my clinical skills from the Repat to the 
dog-model in the lab at St Vincent’s hospital’ work-
ing on an NH&MRC grant project. A young third year 
RMO interested in surgery, a Dr Michael Fink, was 
also an integral part of this research team. Sadly, I do 
not think we ever quite recognised that our work at 
that time was leading-edge on the world stage, thus 
squandering a great opportunity into the future.

The Northern Department of Surgery  

Reminiscences from PANCH to TNH
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By the time PANCH was closed in1998  and trans-
ferred to the brand-new Northern Hospital, we had 
three accredited surgical training positions through 
St Vincent’s and Austin and had also established a 
weekly Breast Cancer MDM. It was at about this 
time, the North-Eastern Network was created and 
PANCH joined forces with the Austin & Repatriation 
General Hospital (RGH), and I became part of the 
Austin Department of Surgery, headed by Prof Ken 
Hardy at the time.

February 1998 saw PANCH closed and the remain-
ing 33 patients transferred by ambulance to Epping, 
an exciting day. The Department of Surgery (Hamish 
Ewing & PA, Mary Jason) also moved house! By now 
we had a medical counterpart in Assoc. Prof Bruce 
Jackson, this meant that we had a solid University 
presence in the new campus. Together we promoted 
post-graduate activities, recruited Accredited 

registrar training positions and undertook increased 
Medical student teaching responsibilities for the 
Austin/Northern Clinical School (many of you will no 
doubt be products of this School). 

The major imperatives of the Department of Surgery 
were to continue the upgrade of Surgical Services, 
Surgical Audit & Education programmes in order to 
meet the new hospital’s demands. We now have five 
Accredited General Surgical training positions (four 
Austin & one St.Vincent’s ), one Orthopoedic & one 
in Plastic Surgery position too. 

In 2011, I also took on the new position of Clinical 
Dean of the new Northern Clinical School, this cre-
ated the opportunity to appoint a Lecturer position in 
Surgery, enter Ms Karen Barclay. Karen Barclay, now 
a Senior Lecturer, has been a great contributor to the 
clinical research agenda at Northern, especially relat-
ing to her area of endeavour, colo-rectal surgery. 

The ever changing face of both Health Networks and 
the University, means that the precise role that Uni-
versity Surgical Departments play into the future may 
well change. However, there is no doubt that Surgery 
at the Northern Hospital is a very different entity to 
that of  PANCH in 1989 and this observation is in a 
large part due to the influence of Academic Surgery.

Academic Surgery continues to be an interesting, 
challenging and rewarding journey, a journey made all 
the more interesting by my travelling companions.

LASER at Repatriation Hospital
Youthful Hamish & Helen O’Connell at PANCH
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Ewing Car Rally 2001

Repat Ward Round, Kune(centre) Avni Sali (right)

RGH Old Cars Ewing & Roly Hunt 1984

Golf Day Dress Up

Opening of PANCH 
lecture theatre
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Workshops

V Muralidharan

13

Folowing on from the  success of our first advanced 
surgical simulation workshop held in June 2014 our 
trainees were exposed to a second such experience  
which occured on the 13th of September 2014.

The topic was the “The Surgical Management of 
Peptic Ulcers” a condition that is seen rarely by our 
trainees in modern times.  The day commenced with 
Graham Starkey giving a presentation on behalf of 
Prof Christophi who had conveniently prepared a 
powerpoint presentation on the various apporaches 
to a perforated ulcer.  

 This was a hybrid workshop with a wet lab section in 
one room where trainees were able to practice clo-
sure of a perforated duodenal ulcer as well as prac-
tice their anastomotic skills in gastro-entrerostomy 
and cholecysto-jejunostomy. The wet lab specimens 
were so complete that even open cholecystectomy 
was possible with the help of our entrepreneurial sur-
gical fellows.

Simultaneously in the second room a series of lap-
aroscopic box trainers were set up for the trainees to 
practice laparoscopic suturing skills. This was accom-
panied by the ProMIS Augmented Reality Simulator, 
which was also used to provide more realistic feel for 
laparoscopic suturing.

The workshop was only possible due to the contribu-
tion of Applied Medical who continue to provide ex-
cellent support for surgical training and who covered 
the expenses of the workshops.

Once again it was great to see our community of 
surgical trainees supporting each other, learning and 
teaching simultaneously. These two workshops were 
works-in-evolution, an experiment to see determine 
the practicalities of expanding the scope and detail of 
simulations for surgical training at Austin. It appears 
that the possibilities for the future are indeed very 
hopeful with increasing interest by the industry part-
ners, our own simulation centre and our trainees.

Surgery for Peptic Ulcer Disease  

Austin General Surgery Training Advanced Workshops
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Hobby: My Passion

Malcolm J Wiley  
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The irony is not lost on me that my soccer playing 
days , once curtailed by training to become a surgeon 
are now gaining a new lease – as a player, club ad-
ministrator and perhaps most enjoyably, as a coach.

I was never a super skilful player in my younger days 
but I was fit and quick and enjoyed playing club foot-
ball (soccer is called football in most of the world) 
when I left school.  My coach would say “if you can’t 
be the most skilful, be the fittest!”  It worked!  How-
ever the demands of being a surgical resident took 
it’s toll and when I got my first registrar “gig” in 1996 
I had to “hang-up” my boots.

In 2008 my wife and I looked for a local football club 
for our eldest son.  My had to use Google as back 
then Eltham Redbacks was a small club, poorly re-
sourced and the club leadership team was struggling.  
Although the club was struggling, my son’s U11 team 
had a wonderful season entirely due to the efforts of 
a most wonderful and inspirational coach.  His coach-
ing sessions looked SO much fun I wanted to get 

my boots back on and join in!!  It was an important 
lesson – good clubs are built on good coaches. So I 
did join in!  The following year I volunteered to help 
with the U5 group as my no4 child was U5.  For those 
of you with children you will appreciate coaching U5’s 
is a unique challenge and I learned a lot about chil-
dren and what you can and cannot expect of them as 
they grow older.  

Our club has a special program for children aged U5 
to U7 and suddenly I found myself running the pro-
gram as a coach/administrator. I roped my wife into 
helping me coordinate and my eldest two children as 
coaches and from 2010 to 2013 we built this program 
from a small group of 30 kids to over 180 kids!!!   

We did everything from promoting our club to local 
schools to convincing nervous parents that I would 
support them to help coach their children (and we 
mentored many, many parents into wonderful junior 
coaches).

Soccer & Surgery  

Colonoscopy to soccer coach
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During this time I also coached older children.  I 
coached my sons U8 team and also coached an U10 
girls team.  The girls team was interesting as I didn’t 
have a daughter in that team but I have two daugh-
ters (and four sons) playing at the club and I was keen 
to promote and develop girls/women’s football at our 
club – and we needed a coach for this team – so I 
said yes.

This year I transitioned a new leadership team into 
running the U5 to U7 group so I could concentrate 
on coaching my daughters U8/U9 group.  We hoped 
to get one team of girls but football is growing in 
popularity and suddenly we had two teams!!   Every 
Wednesday at 5.30pm over winter we had training – 
rain, hail or shine!!  Many girls had already been play-
ing for a few years but some were first time to soc-
cer (or ANY sport for that matter!)  What an exciting 
challenge to keep my 20+ players interested, having 
fun and also teach the basics of playing football.  

My coaching skills have been expanded by experience 
but I have done a number of FFA coaching courses 
and also spend a lot of time being mentored by the 
more experienced coaches at our club.  Our club has 
a structured teaching approach, which very much ap-
peals to my surgical sense of precision.  Football is a 
highly complex game and the surgical teaching anal-
ogy is not lost on me.  

I am once again playing football – 2014 was the first 
year I didn’t fracture a rib!!  Our club has a veterans 
league for over 45’s and this has been a wonderful 
expansion of what our club offers our local commu-
nity.  Most of the players in my team have either 
coached my kids or I have coached their kids – so the 
camaraderie is strong. 

Being involved at my local club (Eltham Redbacks FC) 
has been a wonderful experience for me over the last 
7 years.  I have enjoyed helping to build the club (now 
the 4th biggest in Vic) from an administration side but 
perhaps my greatest joy has been coaching.  Time 
is precious but I always make time for my football 
passion.  It can be tricky – and getting to training for 
5.30pm this year has been a constant challenge and I 
do rely on assistants and helpers (not to mention my 
secretary keeping the time free).  Most of the par-
ents who’s children I coach are surprised when they 
discover I am a surgeon as they assume I would not 
have the time but it keeps me fit, young at heart and 
I have a talent in the coaching arena that I am now 
tapping into.  I don’t see my time as a football coach 
ending anytime soon.

PS – If you played as a youngster and would like to 
get the boots back on then get in touch – we might 
have a team for you at Eltham!!



Social: How I did it!

Mary Ann Johnson
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There are 5 essential ingredients for my how-to 
guide

1. Organisation
2.  Supportive partner
3.  Determination
3.  A touch of insanity

All Trainees who are gearing up to prepare for the Part 
2 exam are told in the 18 months before the intended 
sitting: “do not get married, do not buy a house and 
do not have a baby”.  I did all 3 in the 18 months be-
fore the exam.  It can be done.

The common theme in the above activities is that 
they are all highly stressful, expensive , time con-
suming and have significant emotional cost.  

Most surgical trainees are in their late twenties or 
early thirties.  For most trainees the time leading 
up to the exam is when it all happens at the same 
time.
 
So why did I do it?  I don’t deny it, it was insane to 
plan all the above in a short period of time.  But it is 
possible.  And still be able to pass the exam.  What 
was the secret?  My secret is a very supportive and 
accommodating partner.  He has followed me to just 
about all my rural placements (except Launceston). 
Fortunately, as he is a maths teacher he could pick up 
a job in any town we moved to.

But having him follow me everywhere did make me 
wary of making sure he was going to be supported.  
This grew more apparent when we decided that he 
was to be the full time house dad once we were ex-
pecting a child.

I was lucky I had a very easy pregnancy.  For the 
second and third trimester of my pregnancy I had 
the perfect full time registrar job in Hamilton.  It was 
a smaller hospital, with no clinics and an operating 
theatre that ran efficiently.  Accommodation was less 
than a 10 minutes walk from the hospital.  I was of-
ten resting in my apartment by 4pm each day with 
my feet up on the couch.  As the working conditions 
were very good I worked until 37 weeks.  I have been 
asked how I manage to operate with an ever-expand-
ing belly.  The only change that my condition caused 
was the “missing pack ” on the closing count, on 
more than one occasion it was clinging to the under-
side of my expanding belly.

After the birth of William I took 9 weeks off the end 
of one rotation.  Then took 6 weeks off in the next 
rotation.  I contacted the college 3 months into the 
pregnancy to get permission to have 9 weeks off the 
rotation.  The board allowed me to have the 9 weeks 
off and accredited the term. 

Surgery & Sacrifice   

House, baby & FRACS exam in 18 months
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 When I returned to work, I was a SET 4 trainee.  One 
of the privileges of being senior is to be able to re-
quest where your rotations will be.  I was fortunate 
that I got my requested rotations at the Northern 
Hospital.  I specifically wanted these rotations’ as I 
knew there would be facilities to express milk and 
access to a freezer.  My house-husband allowed me 
to work full-time and study for the exam. 

I would only occasionally get the distressed call about 
the baby refusing to drink his milk.  

A typical day would run as below:  
0600 Feed baby and express milk,  
0645 leave for work,  
0730 ward round. 
0830 first case of day, 
1030 ish (between cases)– express milk, field phone 
calls, return to theatre list.  
1pm lunch/express, 
130pm afternoon list/clinic, 
4pm   afternoon WR.   Express milk.  
6pm at Austin for tutorials/study group, 
8pm home/feed baby.  
Study till Midnight. 
0200 baby night feed (husband would get the baby 
from the cot and give him to me).   

I maintained this routine for about six months (baby 
was then nine months).  I was then able to reduce 
number of times I had to express down to just lunch-
time for another four months and then weaned down 
to morning and night feeds only (no longer need to 
express).  William’s last feed was the night before 
I left for the fellowship exam in Brisbane.  When I 
came back he was sleeping through the night (18 
months)

Having children and having a surgical career is pos-
sible.  But it is not easy.  There are many different 
ways to go about scheduling it all in.  There is not 
right or wrong way.  Colleagues have taken between 
4 weeks to a year off.  If we have a second child, I 
like to think I would spend more time at home, 6 to 
12 months.  However, as time progresses it appears 
that it will become more difficult to do.  Now, as a fel-
low there is greater flexibility with my time.  

I had a part time research year after completing SET 
training.   My husband did go a little crazy after 24 
months at home.  It was his turn to return to full-time 
work. The research fellowship position had clinical 
contact for 2.5 days a week.  The rest of the week 
was spent at home with William.  We had a great 
time together.  We would wake up late, around 9am, 

have breakfast then go to the park for an hour. On 
returning home he would play with his toys in the 
study while I read journal articles for my Masters re-
search.  

On Wednesday mornings we would go to his swim-
ming lesson.  I was well rested.  For the first time in 
years I only got sick once during the 12-months. 
 
I have returned to full time clinical fellowship this 
year.  My husband is also working full time.  William 
is now enjoying child-care five days a week.  He gets 
home before I do – but he is always very excited to 
see me as I come in the door.  There is nothing quite 
like the joy of seeing his smiling face as I open the 
door and the pitter-patter of his feet as he runs down 
the corridor to give me a big hug.  He then talks non-
stop to inform me of his activities during the day.  He 
then proudly presents me with his latest artwork.   

If you ask me “would you do it again” the response 
would be a definitive “Yes, absolutely”.



Social: How I did it!

Krinal Mori 
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The following article is about my experience with 
interruption of general surgical training in the year 
2013. I am delighted to mention that by the time I 
completed writing this article our second child was 
born and both my wife and baby are in good health. 
Parenthood is special and no words can describe it. 

So, How did this break plan come up? It was early 
2012 in the second year of General Surgical training. 
One fine day I came back home late after an on-call 
shift. My two-year-old son had just gone to sleep and 
my wife was waiting on the dinner table with that 
look! 

We had been discussing about it. My wife wanted 
some time to complete her higher education, which 
she had delayed for me with my interstate and coun-
try rotations. The time had come to pay back.

With this situation I requested six months interrup-
tion of my training, which College approved, but I had 
to change hub or state in order to complete the other 
six months. Reluctantly I took the year off. My better 
half was very happy. As they say, happy wife is happy 
life! In the mean time I met my mentor to get some 
advice who suggested me a few options including 
part-time course work in Surgical Education, which 
I opted. 

Major events during the Break:

The first half of the year my wife was busy in her 
education activities so I looked after my son, except 
when he was at the childhood learning center for four 
hours, three days a week. Once a week I joined him 
with his swimming lessons and rest of the time it 
was free play between the two of us.

That experience was eye opening. Looking after 
young kids is a lot of fun but can be full on!  I enjoyed 
every bit of it and I respect even more the fact that 
my wife has the challenge of looking after the kids 
when I am indulged in my world of surgery.

During the free time I explored and learned about 
the field of Surgical Education, a developing branch 
of Surgery but a huge field in itself. I studied part 
time and completed the graduate certificate by the 
end of my year break. Considering the limitations of 
this article I wont go into details, but I am happy to 
have a chat about it if anyone is interested.

With this long break I made sure I kept in touch with 
the real surgical world by doing locums and private 
assisting. There is a lot of this around and one can 
pick and choose whatever suits. Its not ideal way to 
learn but I had to keep my bank account alive. 

Coming to the most interesting part is the holidays. 
Apart from half a dozen trips to various places in Vic-
toria (including The Great Ocean Road and Mount 
Bullar), we made couple of interstate trips to

Surgery & Sacrifice  

The big break!
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Queensland (mainly Cairns) and New South Wales 
(Sydney); and an international trip to East Africa 
(mainly Ethiopia). All the trips were fun, adventurous 
and memorable, especially the one to Cairns. My 
then two and half year old son was so happy with the 
Cairns subtropical weather that he was simply un-
controllable. The second day of our trip he bumped in 
a wooden bench lacerating his forehead. He cried for 
2 minutes and then was laughing at his own wound 
but my wife had tears flowing for good 2 hours. 
Thankfully the Surgeon on call at the Cairns Hospital 
attended us on that night and repaired the laceration 
beautifully. The next day my son was rocking again 
full of energy and ready for the next adventure at the 
Great Barrier Reef.

How was it coming back?
During the break; in fact even before it started I was 
aware and anxious about difficulty coming back to 
training. I did discuss with my mentor who reassured 
me in a positive way. I do remember not sleeping well 
the night before I returned, but by the end of ward 
round and a coffee on the first day I felt comfortable 
and then everything was like déjà vu. The locums and 
private assisting did provide some benefit I guess. It 
was hard for my family to accept the fact of not hav-
ing me around all the time, particularly my son who 
didn’t like it at all initially

Finally,

Overall it was an exciting year for me. I experienced what life is to live like a layman and most important I 
enjoyed every bit of my extra time with my family. I do not expect living this phase of life again but it cer-
tainly has made a positive mark on me. Moreover, I explored and leaned about a new emerging field and 
also kept my skills at bay. The big result of this incredible break is what I mentioned in the first paragraph of 
this article. 



Social: How I did it!

Cris Cuthbertson
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When I was a third year resident I had a conversation 
with an orthopaedic surgeon about children.  He as-
sured me, “Someone will have found the easy way 
to combine a family and surgical training. Ask around 
- someone will have found the answer.”  During my 
surgical training, I have had three children, completed 
a PhD, stayed married, and I don’t think I found the 
easy answer.  At times, fitting life into surgical train-
ing feels like a thousand unfinished tasks. However, I 
am now a surgeon, and I finished training with a rich 
family, home and professional life.

It’s hard to describe having children without sound-
ing like a greeting card, but they are simply the cool-
est thing I have ever produced.  Taking the time to 
have children and watch them grow has increased 
my maturity and given me perspective on work, 
which otherwise can consume my focus.  It’s hard 
to walk away from ill patients who need you, but it’s 
easier when you walk toward someone who also 
needs you. My children have also introduced me to 
other parents - people who live and work outside the 
health industry. All of these things have helped me 
develop as a human and a surgeon.  Plus, I met and 
get to live with three really excellent people.

My period of full time research was an amazing ex-
perience.  I never wanted to submit a “crap regis-
trar project” so accepted the opportunity to perform 
full-time research.  During those years, I got to do 
what “real scientists” do - I prepared H+E and immu-
nology slides and analysed them, I used a scanning 
electron microscope to take ultra-macro pictures of 
capillaries and I met a lot of white rats.  I learnt how 
to understand statistical analysis (properly this time) 
and I drank a lot of coffee. In practical terms, I did 
experiments and wrote papers, giving me a much 
better critical understanding of experimental design 
and quality of evidence.

However, by taking all these exciting opportunities, 
I lingered in training for longer than planned. I have 
taken ten years from AST1 until my fellowship, with 
an unaccredited year prior to that.  I have worked 
for multiple bosses who are my age or younger.  The 
consultant I am on call with today (as a fellow) was 
in medical school when I started surgical training. I 
know that if I had my time over, I might not choose to 
do all the things that I have.  I am disappointed that

Surgery & Sacrifice   

Lingering in Surgical Training
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making the most of opportunities, professional and 
personal, needs to be a struggle, particularly when 
the detours I’ve taken have made me a better clini-
cian.

It took me a long time to realise that I was born a 
surgeon.  I fell in love with general surgery as an 
intern when I realised we actually fix people, cure 
some, palliate others.  People thank us for what we 
do, more often than not.  Certainly the most magical 
branch of medicine. 

I started surgical training at Austin in 2004.  Dur-
ing my first year, I was approached to do a PhD.  It 
was an easy sell to my husband, who was frustrated 
by my registrar habit of living out of Melbourne.  I 
started my PhD in 2005, and threw myself into this 
completely foreign skill set.  I enjoyed the process 
of project planning, and setting my own goals, hours 
and responsibilities, under the supervision of two 
surgeons and a fantastic lab manager.  

I was initially funded by the university department, 
and then received a surgeons scientist scholarship 
from the college.

Soon after starting my PhD, I turned 30.  We became 
pregnant soon after and had our first child in 2006, 
less than twelve months after leaving clinical train-
ing.  It was never my intention to do my PhD in order 
to have children.  But the way my life worked, it sim-
ply turned out that way.  

Interrupting a university degree for maternity leave, 
or to study part time, is straightforward - a few forms 
and a letter of approval. I took maternity leave, and 
returned to my PhD part time.  I went on to have two 
more children, and took leave to look after each of 
them.  Each subsequent period of leave was more 
fun, because I had some time to lavish on my older 
children.  During times I was working/studying, the 
research world - being self-directed and results ori-
ented, tolerated odd working hours and I was able 
to fit my responsibilities around formal child care.  It 
was almost like I was a “normal” person (as opposed 
to a surgical registrar, as we know, vastly abnormal).

However, I wasn’t just a university student during this 
time, but also a deferred trainee, and dependent on 
the College of Surgeons for my scholarship income. 
The College, at least at that time, seemed to view
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every episode of leave as a personal insult or trick.  
There is still an “I did it, you need to do it” men-
tality that seems to be the default position if deci-
sions become too difficult.  Or perhaps that’s just my 
memory.  

I think the frustration and discrimination I experienced 
at times was due to the genuine difficulty of trying 
to reconcile maternity leave and interrupted training 
with the idea of “fairness” in training.  And I was try-
ing to do things that hadn’t been tried before - take a 
scholarship part time, interrupt a scholarship midway, 
and extend total training time for legitimate reasons.  
It seems so strange in retrospect that all the choices 
I made seemed to be unique or new requests, and 
every one needed some sort of council ruling.

I met some very supportive surgeons through my 
training (particularly at the Austin, the Victorian State 
Committee, and the Board in General Surgery).  A few 
surgeons seemed genuinely excited that I was find-
ing rules that were poorly written or unfair, so they 
could be changed.  For example, at that stage you 
could interrupt a college scholarship for up to twelve 
months for a medical condition, but not for maternity 
leave.  By the time I finished my scholarship, that 
had been changed.  However, by trying to do things 
in a way that hadn’t been done before, I created a 
lot more work than if I had have progressed through 
training without detours. 

I never tried to take a difficult path.  I was continually 
surprised that the choices I made caused so much 
trouble for others.  I’m proud of all my decisions, and 
I think I would take the same path again. love the 
life I have now, and the training I have had, and the 
family I have waiting for me at home. However, I’m 
not entirely sure that those choices were always the 
smart ones.

Any medical training is a series of compromises, 
which becomes more complicated when you have 
more things to care about.  Even a straightforward 
course through training causes conflict in relation-
ships with partners, children and friends due to long 
hours, shift work, and interstate rotations.   I don’t 
believe there is a simple way to fit your life around 
training; or being a surgeon, or any other job, for that 
matter.  But I do believe there is a path of least dis-
satisfaction.  At each decision, I have tried to gen-
uinely look after my most important priorities first.  
And then I have struggled and scrambled and fought 
to add all of the other cool stuff I want in my life.  In 
that way, I’ve ended up with a family I love, amazing 
surgical training, a great job and very few regrets.
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Hobby: My Passion

James Walcott

25 

In February of 2011 I auditioned to sing with the Mel-
bourne Symphony Orchestra Chorus. I have been in-
volved with choirs and singing for many years in Syd-
ney, Adelaide and Darwin. I’ve also been a conductor 
and chorusmaster in my own right, among which I 
conducted the Rachmaninoff Vespers for the Sydney 
University Musical Society’s quasquicentenary cele-
bration in 2003, and chorusmastered Carmina Burana 
for Nicholas Routley and the Darwin Symphony Or-
chestra in 2009. 

It was nonetheless with a degree of nervousness 
that I sang my audition to the chorusmaster Jonathan 
Grieves-Smith – a tenor aria from Bach’s Christmas 
Oratorio. Our repetiteur Tom Griffiths dutifully sight-
read the accompaniment (no small task) and shortly 
after I received an email advising me to attend re-
hearsal the following week. It has been three and a 
half years since I joined the chorus and last week I 
probably sang my final concert with them – at least 
for the time being.

Music is a true passion of mine, one that’s been in-
grained into my core through years of practice, ex-
ams and performance. I originally trained in piano and 
pipe organ, but took to singing in choirs as I loved the 
sound of the combined voice as well as the team-
work that’s involved.  

Choral singing has taken me to many places and 
given me many experiences. I sang Berlioz’s Te 
Deum in the opening ceremony of the Sydney 2000 
Olympic games, standing only a few metres away 
from where the cauldron passed (and got stuck) on 
its ascent after being lit by Cathy Freeman.  In 2011 
I sang in the pre-match entertainment for the AFL 
grand final – my task was to sing the Geelong song 
with a small group, whilst another group sang for 
Collingwood on the other side then Meatloaf did his 
thing. Of course Geelong went on to win (thankfully) 
and Meatloaf was criticised for his largely out of key 
$600,000 performance. 

It sounds like .. James!  

Singing with the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra. 
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With the MSO, some of the concerts I have per-
formed include Carmina Burana by Carl Orff, Mozart’s 
Requiem and his Grand Mass, Beethoven’s 9th Sym-
phony (twice), Haydn’s Creation, Borodin’s Polovtsian 
Dances, Verdi’s Requiem to name a few. It is perhaps 
quite fitting that in my would-be final concert with the 
MSO last week we performed the Mass in B-minor 
by J.S Bach. Now you may have attended that con-
cert, or heard it broadcast on the radio. But for those 
that are not familiar with the piece I will use this op-
portunity to briefly explain it and it’s significance to 
me. 

The B-minor Mass is arguably one of the greatest 
compositions in the history of western music. With 
the St Matthew’s Passion (also by Bach) it stands 
alongside Beethoven’s 9th symphony and his Missa 
Solemnis as reaching (arguably) the pinnacle of what 
is achievable in western music and far outclasses 
the attempts of any other German composer whose 
name also begins with a B.  Written for orchestra, 
choir and soloists, therein lie some fantastic move-
ments comprising some phenomenal harmonic and 
contrapuntal writing, alongside some virtuosic solos 
and deeply spiritual and effective moments. Alto-
gether it reaches enormous heights in terms of its 
form, balance and what I like to think of as being just 
generally perfect! Some call it the “Mt Everest” of 
choral music, and it certainly lives up to that reputa-
tion due to its technical challenges and general strain 
on the voice.  

With the MSO, we rehearsed this piece solidly for 
over six months, with usually two rehearsals a week, 
and I would be happy for more rehearsals if only I 
didn’t fear my vocal folds were about to snap.

So why would a general surgery trainee subject 
themselves to such a heavy commitment whilst 
working often in excess of 120 hours per fortnight? 
A question not uncommonly asked of me in various 
guises such as “do you think it would be good to take 
a break”,  “is it worth it?”, “how long do you think you 
can keep this up?” or sometimes put more plainly 
“You’re crazy!”

Whilst there is probably merit in some of these 
viewpoints, I like to defend my position in two ways. 
Firstly the most obvious is that it is something I love 
and it helps keep me sane. It’s two calls a week, and 
I get to perform with a world-class orchestra, with 
international guest directors. 
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Secondly, there are many similarities between prac-
ticing music and practicing surgery. Both require a 
high level of commitment, rigour and attention to 
detail – which is rewarded by a level of satisfaction 
when a piece or procedure is performed well. In ad-
dition to this when I perform music I am cognisant of 
two aspects of music that need to be satisfied in or-
der to perform well. First is the technical (i.e. singing 
or playing the notes correctly with good articulation 
etc.…)  Second is the notion of musicality, which is 
to me the ‘bigger picture’, allowing feeling and emo-
tion to come into the music so that it speaks to the 
listener, so that it moves him/her. One thing I was 
taught as a music student is that musicality is slave 
to technique, and good technique is achieved through 
practice. One cannot aspire to being musical without 
having good technique. However having good tech-
nique does not make one a musician.

I believe the same applies to surgery.  There are of 
course technical aspects to surgery which must be 
mastered.  The art of surgery to me however is a 
much bigger concept which involves decision mak-
ing, communicating to and understanding the patient, 
prioritising cases and allocating resources. Of course 
to be good in surgery one must have solid technique, 
and similar to music this is achieved through practice. 
Once technique has been achieved one can go on to 
practice the art of surgery.  I shall call this surgicality. 
For those familiar with Nietzschean philosophy, the 
dichotomy would be akin to the Apollonian versus the 
Dionysian (go on, look it up!).

I would like to finish by acknowledging that work-
ing in surgery is a team exercise and that I wouldn’t 
be able to have this level of commitment to music 
without the generous support of the people I have 
worked with. This includes the consultants, fellows, 
interns but most importantly my co-registrars who 
help by swapping shifts, letting me get out on time 
to attend rehearsal or otherwise being generally awe-
some.  There are too many to thank so I won’t name 
any names, but you know who you are – and I hope 
that you’re listening to some good music while you 
operate! 



Imagine life as a game in which you are juggling some five
balls in the air. You name them – work, family, health, friends
and spirit … and you’re keeping all of these in the air.

You will soon understand that work is a rubber ball. If you
drop it, it will bounce back. But the other four balls – family,
health, friends and spirit – are made of glass. If you drop one
of these, they will be irrevocably scuffed, marked, nicked,
damaged or even shattered. They will never be the same.
You must understand that and strive for Balance in your life.

    Brian Dyson, CEO Coca Cola, 1991
    Quoted from “Suzanne’s Diary for
    Nicholas” by James Patterson


